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The project
The Science Shop offers the opportunity with different tasks. The group that I was undecided to go 
for the campaign #123gp. That was created by Partition and Practice of Rights to highlight a lack 
of mental health support among some general practitioners. We felt it was one of the best pieces of 
showcasing our abilities. 

Meet the team
Members of the group follow me (Aaron Barnes), Joel Greene and Robert Williamson. Honourable 
mentions for the team include Aiden Hickey and Claire Mulrone.

Roles
Each team member has a specific role that we discussed at the start of the project. Each team 
member has a unique ability to help with the task at hand. 

Joel and I worked on making graphical content for Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. At the same 
time, Robert worked on creating an animated video for social media that can help with promoting 
the #123GP campaign. We felt this was the best method of deciding who could do what for the task 
at hand.
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Aaron Barnes
Graphic Designer
Social Media Strategy

Joel Greene
Graphic Designer
Social Media Strategy
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Robert Williamson
Graphic Designer
Motion Graphics
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Client
The client for the project one person took am working for is PPR (Participation And The Practice 
Of Rights). They are a group based in Belfast, Northern Ireland and specialise in human rights 
problems in Northern Ireland. They use Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to post content to get 
their message across to the public.

Research
Before going into the meeting with the client, we researched to understand better what the 
project was going to be about. I read through the documents uploaded onto Basecamp to gather 
information on what they provided to us, along with Joel and Robert.  I also browsed their Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter to accumulate how they post onto social media. So that we know what they 
might want us to do for them to help them promote #123GP. For example, what platform is their 
preferred choice?

Meeting the client for the first time
During our first meeting with the client to discuss our objectives for the project. During the meeting 
with the client, we threw ideas into the mix on different ideas for posts they may want for social 
media. 
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My group was tasked with creating a social media campaign for #123GP. To get public members 
and lawmakers to raise awareness for mental health across Northern Ireland.  As not enough 
money was flowing into helping support communities who have to go to GP’s to get help for mental 
health.

Production Brief
One of the first things we had to create for the client was a production brief. We had to develop 
a production brief to outline our intentions for the client; each member had their sections to 
complete. 

The production brief had ten different sections these are: 
1. .Describe the community partner
2.  Summarise the project
3. Explain the objectives
4. Define your target audience
5.  Outline the deliverables
6.  Identify the competitors/similar agencies
7. Include details on the tone, message and style
8. Provide the timing
9. Specify your budget
10. List the team.

We split the production brief into different parts. That way, we each had other areas to research 
and write about to present to our client PPR. for me, I wrote about section four (Define your target 
audience), eight (Provide the timing) and ten (List the team).

 In the first section, I write about the target audience for similar organisations and the perceived 
target audience that PPR outlined for campaign #123GP. I also worked on the eighth section, which 
describes the schedule of different project parts that need to be completed. 

The last section that I worked on in the production brief is each team member’s specific role 
and an image of that particular person. So that whoever views the production brief has a clear 
understanding of each of the individual members of the group.
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“Amnesty International - Amnesty International social media relies on Twitter, Instagram, 
YouTube and TikTok to get their messages across. The two main social media platforms we will 
be talking about are Instagram and Twitter. 

It uses a mixture of reels, guides, IGTV(Instagram TV), stories, posts, and posts people have 
tagged in when it comes to Instagram. When it comes to reels, they typically last up to one 
minute and can range from being only text to a series of photographs in a sequence. Another 
feature that Amnesty International uses guides when it comes to sharing and viewing content 
on Instagram is that it allows the person who has created the account to create a curated flow 
of posts containing commentary. They also rely on posts that allow them to post videos or 
images directly to people’s timelines who have decided to follow them on Instagram. Another 
feature they use is IGTV (Instagram TV), which takes on what YouTube has to offer. One of the 
main features is the use of stories that last up to one day unless they are saved to highlights that 
last longer than twenty-four hours. The final feature is allowing people to view their accounts to 
see posts that people have tagged them in.

When it comes to their Twitter account, Amnesty International posts either graphics or videos 
and text. They publish more than one post per day and to get their message across.”
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The designs that I created were going to work fine for the task at hand but, in reality, were all over 
the place and did not get the message across.

Original
The original designs that I created seemed ideal for the social media campaign as they seemed to be 
all over the place and did not follow a particular design pattern.
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Fixed Designs
These are the designs which follow the same design path unlike the original designs I had created 
for #123GP.
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                                             Time Log
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